Filtering of ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG)
and ElectroMyoGram (EMG) signals
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% Clean current MATLAB session
clear variables; close all; clc;

1. Import the measured data (channels) to MATLAB
In the HOME tab, there is a link to the App called Import Tool that allows to easily import various type of data.
It can also be called from the command line using this function call:
% uiimport;
The data are organized as a matrix of 4 columns and N lines and there is a need to get a kind of table with
headers and the time as well:

Once the right data import procedure has been defined, MATLAB code can be automatically generated as
a MATLAB script or function to automate the import process.
% Constants
FILENAME
FIRST_INDEX
LAST_INDEX

declaration
= '.\EEG_DBHCre20L.txt'; % Data file to process
= 1; % Automatically corrected if it is smaller than 1
= inf;

% Get raw data from text file
channels = importfile(FILENAME, FIRST_INDEX, LAST_INDEX);
% Get matrix dimensions
[NB_FRAMES, NB_TRACES] = size(channels);
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2. Add time to the imported data
Because of the post-processing of the data in the time and frequency domains, it can be useful to also have
the time as a vector within the data. Such dataset are defined as what is called time series object.
% Frame vector
SECS_IN_HOUR =
FRAME_FS
=
DELTA_TS
=
T_FRAME_MIN =
T_FRAME_MAX =
t_frame
=

definition
3600;
200; % Frame sampling frequency
1/FRAME_FS; % Frame sampling time
0*DELTA_TS;
NB_FRAMES*DELTA_TS;
(T_FRAME_MIN:DELTA_TS:T_FRAME_MAX-DELTA_TS)';

% Adding time info to measured data
series = timeseries(channels,t_frame/SECS_IN_HOUR);
series.Name = 'Channels';
series.TimeInfo.Format = 'HH:MM:SS';
series.TimeInfo.Units = 'hours';

3. Visualize data
Once the data have been imported, they can be directly visualized. MATLAB provides tools to easily visualize
data and analyze the signal content. The Signal Analyzer App (belonging to the Signal Processing Toolbox)
helps to analyze data in Time, Frequency and Time-Frequency domains without writing any code.
data = series.Data;
% signalAnalyzer;
Note: drag and drop the data variable to the Filter Signals pane on top of the Workspace Browser and set the
sample rate in "Time Values" to FRAME_FS. The 50 Hz component can be removed with a filter using the
pre-processing capability available in the Signal Analyzer App.
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4. Design of filters
In the APPS tab, there is a link to the App called Filter Designer (it belongs to the Signal Processing Toolbox)
that allows to quickly design various type of digital filters. It can also be called from the command line using
this function call:
% filterDesigner;
Filters can be designed in the continuous or discrete time domains depending on the application. If the
filter to create must use real physical components (such as resistors, capacitors, amplifiers and so on), it is
called an analogue filter. If the filter must be deployed onto a microprocessor (in a desktop computer or an
embedded system), it is called a digital filter.

4.1 Analogue filters
In the continuous time domain, the transfer function of a filter is basically derived from a differential
equation that is brought to the frequency domain via a Laplace or Fourier transform. The expression of a
transfer function is then as follow:
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In the time domain, an input signal going through a filter is convoluted with this one:

The expression (1) comes from the Laplace or Fourier transform of (2). Thus, a convolution in the time
domain corresponds to a product in the frequency domain.

4.2 Digital filters
In the discrete time domain, the transfer function of a filter is basically derived from a difference equation that
is brought to the frequency domain via a Z-transform.
The expression of a transfer function is then as follow:

The
coefficients are called autoregresive and the
coefficients are called moving-average. The
expression (3) can be factorized by grouping the terms into what is called second-order sections (sos); (3)
can then be written as follow:

The sos digital filter representation can then be easily represented and implemented onto an embedded
system. A matrix with 6 columns for the 6 coefficients (
and
) and L rows represents the second-order
section digital filter

:

It is interesting to notice that in (4) and (5) the coefficient
is always normalized to 1. This comes from a
convention defining that no coefficient should be put directly into the output line of the filter has shown in the
following representation of an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter:
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Once the desired filters have been designed, Second-Order Section Filters Objects can be automatically
generated as a MATLAB MAT file to automate the filter process.
Note: in the discrete time domain, it is possible to design a filter having no
coefficients. In this case, it is
called a Finite Impulse Response (IIR) filter. This is not possible in the continuous time domain.

5. Filter the time series channels
The filter function can be used to filter the signal as well as filtfilt (the later will apply the filter and compensate
for the delay introduced by it).
% Load filter coefficients computed in the Filter Designer tool
load('Filter_object_1'); % Low-pass filter
load('Filter_object_2'); % High-pass filter
% Filter selected signals using the coefficients of Filter_object_1
ch1_filtered = filter(Hd1,series.Data(:,1));
ch2_filtered = filter(Hd1,series.Data(:,2));
% Filter selected signals using the coefficients of Filter_object_2
ch3_filtered = filter(Hd2,series.Data(:,3));

6. Display results in the time and frequency domains
time_frequency_plot(series.Time,DELTA_TS,...
series.Data(:,1)-mean(series.Data(:,1)),...
ch1_filtered,'EEG channel 1',1);
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time_frequency_plot(series.Time,DELTA_TS,...
series.Data(:,2)-mean(series.Data(:,2)),...
ch2_filtered,'EEG channel 2',2);
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time_frequency_plot(series.Time,DELTA_TS,...
series.Data(:,3)-mean(series.Data(:,3)),...
ch3_filtered,'EMG channel 3',3);

7. Time-frequency analysis for real-world signals
So far the spectrogram has been used for time-frequency analysis which gives a high level overview of how
the frequency content evolves as a function of time.
For real world signals like the EEG or EMG, the spectrogram does not offer good time-localization of
frequency components. This is why a smearing effect is seen in the time-frequency place. Moreover, the
signal contains features occurring at different scales, so the resolution of the these features is poor.
To overcome this, the wavelet transform can be used. It offers superior time-localization of frequency
components and allows an easier extraction of particular features in the signal.
figure(5);
cwt(ch1_filtered(1:10000),FRAME_FS);
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figure(6);
spectrogram(ch1_filtered(1:10000),[],[],[],FRAME_FS,'YAXIS');

figure(7);
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cwt(ch3_filtered(1:10000),FRAME_FS);

figure(8);
spectrogram(ch3_filtered(1:10000),[],[],[],FRAME_FS,'YAXIS');
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Notice how the spectral components can be identified clearly compared with the spectrogram approach.
Fore more information on the resolution issues, see this URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shorttime_Fourier_transform#Resolution_issues
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